
Location
The Castille is located in the heart of Paris, close to the “Maison Chanel” 
flagship store, where Mademoiselle Coco opened her first atelier.
Rue Cambon is close to all the most exclusive boutiques in the world, 
plus the Louvre Museum, the Opéra, Place Vendôme, the Champs 
Elysées and many other Parisian landmarks.

Distance from subway: 
Madeleine 0,2 Km; Concorde 0,4 km; Opera 0,5 Km

Distance from train station: 
Gare du Nord 3,6 km; Gare de Lyon 5 km; Gare Montparnasse 3,6 km; 
Gare de l’Est 2,8 Km

Distance from airport: 
Orly 20 km; Charles de Gaulle 28 km; Beauvais 78 Km

Parisian haute couture and Italian elegance come together at the iconic 
Castille. Standing next to the legendary “Maison Chanel” in the heart of 
the 1st arrondissement, this luxury 5-star hotel has been restored to its 
18th-century splendour.
Sheer quality shines through in every detail, from the period artworks 
and antiques to the elegant Florentine patio and Roman fountain, from 
the spacious suites to the bar, with its effortless chic. Yet, even in all this 
opulence, the charming, intimate atmosphere of the hotel gives guests the 
extraordinary feeling of staying in a private residence in one of the world’s 
greatest cities.

Parisian allure,
Italian style
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108 Rooms & Suites 
 
The Castille hotel has 82 rooms and 26 suites. The whiteness of the 
corridor walls leads into a more accented style in the rooms, where 
the elegance of black and white sets off a third, dominant shade of red, 
gold, beige or mauve. The rooms and suites occupy the hotel’s two 
magnificent wings; the Rivoli wing revels in the classic French style of 
the 1930s, while the Opéra wing welcomes guests with its contemporary 
style and impressive view. 

Dolce Vita Apartment (on request)
7 Duplex Suite
6 Junior Duplex Suite
6 Suite
1 Executive Duplex Suite
6 Junior Suite
31 Deluxe
51 Superior

Meetings & Events
Just off the reception area is the lobby of the hotel’s 3 conference 
rooms. Its rigorous, linear architecture is punctuated by objets d’art 
and inventive floral arrangements. Provided with new technologies, our 
meeting space can seat-up to 55 guests. 
Inspired by traditional turn-of-the-century décor, the exquisite 
furnishings create eclectic spaces that lend themselves to business 
meetings just as to informal gatherings or sophisticated private soirees. 
The Castille meetings service is available to create bespoke solutions to 
meet any requirement.

Restaurant & Bar
At the Castille, one can relax in the warm, welcoming atmosphere of the 
L’Assaggio restaurant or bar.
The L’Assaggio restaurant offers a sublime haute-cuisine experience in 
a setting of refined simplicity. The menu, conceived by Michelin-starred 
Chef Ugo Alciati, offers a “traditionally modern” take on Italian and 
Piedmontese cuisine for Parisian and international dinners. The interiors 
with their delicate tones open onto the inner patio, which evokes the 
landscapes of the Mediterranean. It makes an ideal setting for summer 
dining under starry skies.
The L’Assaggio bar and the elegant tea room are the perfect place for 
a refreshing break during the day, for a formal meeting or an aperitivo 
in good company over a  glass of fine wine. The bar menu also offers a 
selection of delicious dishes, all freshly prepared.

Services
• Les Clefs d’Or Concierge
• 24-hr room service
• Free high-speed Wi-Fi
• Tea Room
• Fitness center 
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